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ciled 0. TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (62-109060)) isis 

      ~ yrou) J Sac, DALLAS (100-10461)(C) ae 

‘ SUBJECT: GesasStNATIOR OF PRESIDENT “..-- AS eT 
JOHN FITZGERALD KENNEDY, ea 
NOVEMBER 22, 1963, DALLAS, TEXAS - rr 
MISCELLANEOUS = INFORMATION CONCERNING 

oo: DALLAS Et! 
” a i 

Re Dallas airtel to Bureau dated 7/10/70.“ 

a Psa ee - «Enclosed for the Bureau are two copies of oe fy sige 

a newspaper atticle appearing in the 10/6/70 issue . -2 a 

of “The Dallas Morning NewS¥, Dallas, Texas, reflecting a 

eo . - that both the Government and attorneys for the former _ 

a7 wife of LEE HARVEY OSWALD had waived jury trial with 

Pog. respect to the determination as to the amount of money .. 

: Mrs. MARINA OSWALD PORTER would receive for certain oe 

personal property of LEE HARVEY OSWALD which is being 8 =... 

permanently retained in the U. 8. Archives at Washington, |=" 

    

D.C. . 

This article indicated that U. 8. District Judge =; 

JOE E,. ESTES, Dallas, would decide how much money the 7 

Government would pay Mrs. MARINA OSWALD PORTER for this =. 

-_ . . personal property. This proceeding relates to a Civil ....:. 

ae Action, #CA-3-2282, in which MARINA OSWALD PORTER was oY 

_ seeking $500,000 for the property, Bo 

2 aT 

    
a Co The above information is furnished the Bureau SS Pas 

(nr J Ce. - for its information, the Bureau having previously been |. a : 

2 oe advised that this Civil matter is being handled by 

attorney ERWIN GOLDBLOOM of..the General Litigation. 

Section of the U. S. Departwent of Justice. . 
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